Abstract—In a general case an accident might cause complete disruption in any AC network, commonly known as blackout. For the black start of a passive network, Voltage Source Converter (VSC) is a proven technology, as shown by for instance the Cross Sound VSC HVDC link in the 2003 Northeast American blackout. Although improved by recent multi-level topologies, the general disadvantages of VSC HVDC compared to Line Commutated Converter (LCC) HVDC are still higher losses and in many cases higher total cost. In this paper a novel black start control method for a bipolar LCC HVDC transmission is derived and tested in a typical ±800 kV UHVDC system. It is shown that the control method solves the main issues with previous thyristor based HVDC black start methods and topologies namely: high valve stress at low power levels, interstation telecommunication dependence and costly additional equipment needed. Apart from a small auxiliary power generator at the HVDC converter station, it is foreseen that no additional equipment will be needed to successfully energize and operate a passive AC network. The total amount of active power that can be delivered to the passive AC network is ∼0.45 p.u. of the total bipolar capacity.

Index Terms—Bidirectional power flow, HVDC transmission, Power system restoration, Voltage control

I. INTRODUCTION

In a general case an accident might cause complete disruption in any AC network, commonly known as blackout. If possible, it is attractive to restore the AC network in blackout with power from an undisturbed AC network. A point-to-point HVDC transmission is often quite long, so the probability is high that the AC network of the other HVDC station is undisturbed. For the black start of a passive network, VSC HVDC is a proven technology, as shown by for instance the Cross Sound VSC HVDC link in the 2003 Northeast American blackout [1]. The black start procedure in the Estlink VSC HVDC project energizes the AC network and supplies power to a coal power plant some 200 km away from the converter station [2]. The VSC is rated 350 MVA but supplies only 10 MVA (less than 0.03 p.u. of rated power). A cold start a typical coal power plant takes 8-12 h [3]. For the black start islanded wind power generation, VSC HVDC is also a proven technology, for instance shown by the Tjæreborg VSC HVDC link [4]. Although improved by recent multi-level topologies, the general disadvantages of VSC HVDC compared to LCC HVDC are still higher losses and in many cases higher total cost. The maximum current rating obtainable with the used IGBTs is also considerably lower than modern thyristors.

In this paper the issues with existing solutions for black start using thyristor based HVDC are identified in section II. Then the inverter commutation process is analyzed and conclusions how to obtain continuous commutation are drawn in section III. Section IV proposes a novel black start control method with both AC voltage frequency and amplitude control at the passive AC network. The control method is finally tested in a typical ±800 kV UHVDC system and results are presented in section V. Conclusions are drawn in section VI.

II. STATE OF THE ART FOR THYRISTOR BASED HVDC BLACK START

Some solutions for black start with thyristor based HVDC has been developed [5], [6], [7]. However there are some issues that have prevented practically useful implementations.

A. High valve stress at low power levels

When starting up an AC network after a blackout, a stepwise approach with relatively small load additions is desirable and a lot of coordination with a dispatch center is typically needed. Operation starting from zero power delivered to the AC network is in many cases necessary. At zero AC power, the AC network power factor becomes completely leading due to the necessary AC filters. Hence the inverter at the passive AC network will operate with an extinction angle close to 90°. To handle this operation mode continuously, the thyristor valve needs to be made significantly more expensive, 30-40% increased voltage rating of the valve arrester with a corresponding increase in the amount of series connected thyristors. This does not only increase the cost, but also the losses in normal operation.

B. Interstation telecommunication dependence

For long distance power transmission, there is typically at least one signal relay station located in between the two converter stations. In a blackout situation, any signal relay station might also be affected by the blackout; hence no interstation communication would be possible.

C. Costly additional equipment needed

In [5], more AC and DC filters are needed due to the 6-pulse group operation. In [6], a huge STATCOM rated 0.3 p.u of the DC power is needed.
III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE STARTUP PROCESS

A. Comparison between normal case and black start case

Based on the assumption that the rectifier supplies a controlled DC current to the inverter, a comparison between a normal case with an external AC voltage source and the black start case is made in Table I.

B. Impedances in the commutation circuit

\[
L_{\text{valve}} = \frac{1}{nr^2} \cdot L_{\text{ac}} \\
C_{\text{valve}} = nr^2 \cdot C_{\text{ac}}
\]

\[L_{\text{ac}} = \text{The inductive reactance at AC side}\]
\[n = \text{The number of 6-pulse converters}\]
\[r = \text{The transformer ratio}\]
\[C_{\text{ac}} = \text{The capacitive reactance at AC side}\]

In Fig. 1 the commutation circuit of a LCC operating as an inverter is analyzed in a very similar manner to [7]. The transformer reactance and the AC filter equivalent reactance lumped together.

C. Initial commutations of the circuit

As previously mentioned, the rectifier provides a controlled current while the inverter is pulsed with an independent fixed pulse scheme (i.e. 50 or 60 Hz). The conduction path through an individual 6-pulse group is shown in Fig. 2. During the first firing, there are no residual charges in the capacitors. Valves 3 and 4 are conducting.

![Fig. 1. A single 6-pulse group with all impedances on the transformer valve side](image)

![Fig. 2. Initial firing of the inverter, valves 3 and 4 are conducting](image)
voltage hence provides the required commutation voltage to do the first commutation. The commutation process is finished when the current flow through valve 3 decreases to zero (with a slight overshoot) and the current flow through valve 5 increases to the full DC current. An illustration of the commutation circuit at this instant is given in Fig. 3. An illustration of the phase currents is given in Fig. 4. Generally for a thyristor to turn off there must be negative polarity across it [8], and this is supplied by the charged capacitor.

Fig. 3. Commutation from valve 3 to valve 5, assistance of phase b capacitor to achieve the commutation

Fig. 4. Illustration of a commutation process, including overshooting current at the end. Black dashed line=DC current, Blue solid line=phase c current, Green solid line=phase b current - Icom

To get successful initial commutation under black start condition, it should be noticed that the total commutation capacitive reactance must be much larger than the total commutation inductive reactance. This is due to the fact that the speed of commutation process depends on the ratio of commutation voltage (this voltage in turn depends on the stored charge) and total commutation inductance. A larger total commutation capacitive reactance and smaller total commutation inductive reactance are better for successful initial commutation under black start condition. This condition will be met by normal AC filter design.

For the next commutation between valve 4 and 6, the capacitors of both phase a and b will be charged in a way that gets a higher commutation voltage, hence helping the commutation. This is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Commutation from valve 4 to valve 6, assistance of both phase a and b capacitors to achieve the commutation

D. Effect of the AC load on the extinction angle

The inverter is a current source converter and will hence inject current into the AC network. The phase angle difference between the injected current and the AC voltage response is hence dependent on the power factor of the AC system. Assuming that commutation is successful, this has the following consequences:

- If fully inductive load, the current is lagging the AC voltage by 90°.
- If fully resistive load, the current and AC voltage are in phase.
- If fully capacitive load, the current is leading the AC voltage by 90°.

After the initial commutation process discussed in section C, continuous commutation is necessary for black start. In order to successfully commutate, the current must be leading the AC voltage; the thyristor always needs a high enough extinction angle. A slightly leading AC load power factor is desirable in the black start situation. It re-creates the typical conditions under which the thyristor valve normally operates. If the AC load power factor is not slightly leading, it will have the following consequences:

- If the AC load power factor is close to unity, the extinction angle will be too low and commutation will consequently fail.
- If the AC load power factor is very leading, the extinction angle will be very high, which is not sustainable in steady state operation without making the thyristor valve much more expensive.

If a resistive AC load is connected as shown in Fig. 6, the resistors will discharge the AC filter capacitors continuously. To get initial commutation going it should be preferable to not have any resistive AC load connected since it will discharge AC filters. Once commutation has been well established, resistive loads can be added.
IV. SYSTEM TOPOLOGY AND CONTROL ALLOCATION FOR BLACK START

A. Overall control objectives

Once the system has started up and is commutating continuously, there is a need to control both the AC voltage frequency and amplitude. The extinction angle also needs to be controlled; neither too small nor too big. Frequency control will naturally be provided by the fixed pulsing scheme of the inverter. An amplitude control method that overcomes the main problems in existing solutions needs to be developed.

B. Proposed system topology – bipolar transmission

In order to keep an acceptable extinction angle a bipolar topology is used, shown in Fig. 7. The naming scheme is where Sx refers to station (S1 or S2) and Py refers to pole (P1 P2). The main approach used is to inject current with pole 1 draw back current with pole 2. The objective is to get neither too small nor too big extinction angle in S2P1 regardless of active power need in the S2 AC network.

C. Control method

S1 AC network is normal; S2 AC network is completely passive. P1 is operating in normal power direction; P2 is operating in reversed power direction.

- S1P1 is a DC current controlling rectifier
- S1P2 is a DC voltage controlling inverter
- S2P1 is an inverter using a simple fixed pulsing system of either 50 or 60 Hz, it does not perform any dedicated DC voltage control
- S2P2 is an AC voltage amplitude controlling rectifier

The overall control objectives of all converters are the following, listed in priority order:

- Continuous commutation of S2P1
- S2 AC voltage amplitude regulation
- Acceptable steady state extinction angle in S2P1

As previously discussed, the power factor of the AC network in S2 needs to be slightly leading for optimal operation. This matches well with the fact that the poles are operating in different power directions.

- In black start mode the minimum power delivered to the AC network in S2 must be 0.0 p.u of bipolar capacity, which can be done by transmitting the same amount of power in both poles.
- In black start mode the maximum power delivered to the AC network in S2 will be roughly ~0.45 p.u of bipolar capacity, +0.5 p.u in forward direction with pole 1 and -0.05 p.u in reverse power direction with pole 2. Hence a DC power absolute value sum of around ~0.55 p.u of bipolar capacity could be used for either minimum or maximum AC power, just a different power share between the two poles. This is important since the combined reactive power consumption of both converters should not change that much even though the active power delivered to the AC network in S2 will change considerably.
There must already be enough reactive power supply through filters and shunt capacitors to handle 1.0 p.u of bipolar capacity in either direction for normal operation. This means that there is already enough reactive power supply for the active power levels achievable with the suggested topology. This reactive power supply is needed to form the desired slightly leading power factor.

V. CASE STUDY – BLACK START OF A PASSIVE AC NETWORK

A. System configuration

The key data for the system is shown in Table II. A typical UHVDC pole consists of two 12-pulse groups in series, which was also used in the testing.

B. Considerations for initial startup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>KEY DATA FOR THE SYSTEM USED IN THE CASE STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Bipole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC voltage</td>
<td>750kV, 50Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC Short Circuit Ratio</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar power capacity</td>
<td>7000 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal DC voltage</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal DC current</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Transmission line length</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a precondition of black start, almost all of the AC filters and shunt capacitors in S2 needs to be connected, and no external AC loads should be connected. Connection of almost every capacitive element offers the maximum commutation capacitance, which consequently aids the initial A total of 2795 Mvar or ~0.4 p.u was hence connected.

The tap changer in S2P1 is set to give a bit lower Udi0 than nominal. With a lower Udi0, a higher than nominal extinction angle can be used without violating the allowed valve stress. There is no designated DC voltage control in P1. Assuming that S2 AC voltage amplitude is controlled to its nominal value, S1P1 DC voltage will depend on the S2P1 tap changer position, P1 DC current and the DC line resistance. Due to the lower Udi0 the DC voltage will be a bit lower than nominal. Initial current order in pole 1 is set to ramp from 0.1 to 0.6 p.u, this will eventually give roughly ~0.55 p.u of nominal pole power. DC voltage reference in S1P2 is reduced a bit as to match the DC voltage of P1, which eliminates the ground current for the no load condition. This also ensures that the voltage of S2P2 must still be fairly high before any DC current will flow. To get a fairly high DC voltage in S2P2, the AC voltage amplitude in S2 must also be fairly high. This way S2P2 will not draw active nor reactive power until the difficult initial commutations are successful and an AC voltage has established. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
C. Analysis of the initial startup

S1P1 and S1P2 are already deblocked prior to deblocking the S2 converters. In particular, S1P1 is a rectifier but operating in an OLT (Open Line Test) DC voltage control mode, the voltage reference is set to 0.5 p.u. The reason for this is that in reality the 6° thyristors typically used for UHVDC are electrically fired, not optically fired. The DC voltage from the rectifier will hence pre-charge the Thyristor Control Unit in S2P1. S1P2 already operates as a deblocked inverter and has a quite high DC voltage reference, around 0.8 p.u.S2P1 is then deblocked at around 0.11s. In this particular simulation, valve 5 and 6 are initially conducting. Then valve 1 is fired and the first commutation starts. The first overlap is relatively long (~52°) since there is not much stored charge in the phase c capacitor. The overlap for the second commutation is much shorter (~7.5°) since charge has been stored in both the capacitors of phase a and phase c.

S2P2 is then deblocked as a rectifier when the AC voltage reaches around 0.5 p.u at around 0.35 s. An overview of the voltage amplitude PI controller regulator is given in Fig. 10.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 10. S2P2 AC voltage and minimum DC current controls, and cooperation method**

The total power injected into the S2 AC network by P1 is larger than what is drawn by P2. Because of this the AC voltage will build up smoothly, mostly following the ramping current order in S1P1.

When starting up under the no load condition, the passive network with almost all AC filters and shunt capacitors connected is capacitive for the fundamental frequency. It can be seen in gamma of S2P1 which is initially very high (approximately 90°). When the DC current of P2 increases, the active and reactive power consumption increases and gamma in S2P1 goes down to a lower level (approximately 30°). This in turn increases the DC voltage of P1 which injects more active power in to the AC network.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper a novel bipolar black start control method generally applicable for any bipolar LCC HVDC was derived. A basic case study was made, and initial startup of the system shows that the steady state thyristor valve stress is likely to be manageable. This was the key problem with existing solutions. The control method does not rely on interstation communication, which was another relatively large problem with existing solutions. Apart from a small auxiliary power generator at the HVDC converter station, it is foreseen that no additional equipment will be needed to successfully energize the converter AC bus.

Further dynamic studies including load addition, load rejection, AC faults, and DC faults are needed to find out the robustness of the suggested control method.
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